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ABSTRACT
Systems and methods for long-term disposal of high-level nuclear waste in ultra-deep
geologic formations are described. Such systems and methods include largely intact
spent nuclear fuel rods placed into waste-capsules (e.g., carrier tubes); which are then
“landed” in selected horizontal well borehole geometries. The methodology provides
for waste-capsules capable of containing and disposing of radioactive waste generated
from spent nuclear fuel, including the harvesting of the nuclear waste from cooling
pools then minimally processing the waste fuel assemblies for inclusion in the wastecapsules designed with multiple engineered barriers; along with final storage in the
horizontal well boreholes drilled into closed ultra-deep geologic formations.

Fig. B: Nuclear Waste Capsule with Intact Fuel Rod Assembly

INTRODUCTION:
Today you do not utilize outdated technologies to achieve the safe, economic and
timely disposal of high-level nuclear waste. Innovative technology is the key. The
methodology detailed herein provides a well-documented and scientifically sound
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pathway to safely, economically and in a timely manner, years, rather than decades,
develop high-level nuclear waste disposal systems in deeply buried geologic basins,
many thousands of feet deep, at great distances below the existing water tables and
away from the ecosphere. These systems can be implemented quickly, worldwide, and
at reasonably low cost compared to the tens of billions of US dollars that are currently
targeted for 20-year, 30-year and longer disposal projects in the US, Canada and
Europe.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE TECHNOLOGY
The present technology relates generally to disposing of high-level nuclear waste and
more particularly, to:
(a) the operations of nuclear waste disposal; and
(b) the design and utilization of specialized capsules or containers for nuclear
waste which are sequestered in lateral wellbores drilled into deep geologic basement
formations, such that, the nuclear waste is disposed of safely, efficiently, economically
and in addition, if required, can be retrieved for various reasons such as further
reprocessing.

BACKGROUND OF THE TECHNOLOGY
Today (2017), there is a massive quantity of nuclear waste accumulating across the
world. In the US alone, there are more than 70,000 metric tons (MT) of high-level
solid waste (HLW) being stored in cooling pools and in concrete casks on the surface.
This surface operation is very costly typically costing hundreds of millions of dollars
annually and have been economically and profitably driving a burgeoning nuclear
waste surface storage industry. The HLW is generally called spent nuclear fuel (SNF)
and consists of thousands of nuclear fuel assemblies which have been removed from
operating nuclear power plants. These fuel assemblies are highly radioactive and also
thermally active and continue to generate sensible heat which must be safely removed
by maintaining these assemblies in cooling pools at the onsite surface storage facility.

There are approximately 80,000 individual fuel assemblies being stored today in the
US and about 15,000 metric tons (MT) being added annually. There is a significant
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need for new mechanisms and processes to safely get rid of the surface storage of this
radioactive waste and to sequester this SNF waste in a safe manner. In this analysis
HLW and SNF are used interchangeably to describe the solid nuclear waste product.
In this discussion the word capsule and canister may be used interchangeably with the
same meaning; and HLW and SNF describing nuclear waste may also be used
interchangeably herein.
Current scientific knowledge teaches that the conversion of nuclear waste to an
acceptable waste form requires either,
(a) that the wastes be separated from the other constituents and processed
separately, or
(b) that the wastes together with the other constituents be processed together.
Both processes present a variety of technical challenges. Due to the radioactivity and
toxicity of the wastes, separation can be both hazardous, expensive and prone to
human-induced accidental problems.

To date, and based on the prior technical approaches, in order to provide a satisfactory
and economical final disposal of these wastes, it is desirable that the wastes be
processed into a final form without the hazardous and expensive step of removing the
other constituents. It has been understood that the waste in this final form prevents
removal of the fissile constituents of the wastes and further immobilizes the waste to
prevent degradation and transport of the waste by environmental mechanisms.

Several methods for providing an acceptable final form for waste are known, including:
(a) Vitrification to produce borosilicate glasses having waste constituents bound
within the glasses has been shown as an effective method for treatment of low volumes
of HLW. In the vitrification process, wastes are mixed with glass-forming additives and
converted into an amorphous glassy form by high temperature melting and cooling.
There are several inherent technical drawbacks of vitrification. A further drawback of
vitrification arises due to the low solubility of many of the waste components of interest
in glass which prohibits large concentrations of the waste components in the final glass
form. This low solubility greatly increases the required volume of the final waste form
for a given volume of radioactive waste components of interest, thus unfortunately the
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waste volume “grows.” This makes the overall nuclear waste product even larger than
the original thus requiring more storage and costs.

(b) Ceramification produces another form of nuclear waste.

It can be

accomplished by the incorporation of waste components of interest into a synthetic
rock (synroc) which is a ceramic material. The synroc process has been fully developed
and as commercialized in Australia (ANSTO) produces a crystalline final waste form
and involves several complex expensive steps involving high temperatures and
pressures utilized to successfully create a suitable final waste form.

The cost associated with these two primary methodologies is prohibitive. Published
information from the US Hanford Nuclear facility which is designed for vitrification
operations has a projected cost level of $16 Billion.
Published information from the ANSTO facility which is designed for ceramification
operations has a projected cost of hundreds of millions of dollars.

Commercial

revenues are expected to pay for development. Both processes listed herein (e.g.,
vitrification and/or ceramification) increases the volume of waste product to be stored.
Thus, use of these processes may be counter-intuitive with a goal of minimizing an
amount of nuclear waste. That is, use of these processes creates even more nuclear
waste that needs to be safely handled and stored.
Based on the inherent shortcomings of the historical technologies, there exists a critical
need for an effective, economical method for developing and utilizing an acceptable
nuclear waste process for nuclear waste products; a process that precludes the need
for all the expensive, time-consuming and dangerous intermediate operations that are
currently being used or contemplated to render the nuclear waste in a form that
eventually, still has to be buried in deep underground repositories. An approach is
needed that minimizes these intermediate steps.

To solve the above-described

problems, the present technology provides a system and method to dispose of the
nuclear waste currently accumulating on the surface.
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“The novel approach of this technology provides a methodology wherein the
waste disposal operations go directly from the existing fuel assembly rod
cooling ponds to the underground disposal repository with minimal additional
effort and without the afore-listed intermediary steps of vitrification and
ceramification. It is to these ends that the present technology has been
developed”.
SUMMARY OF THE TECHNOLOGY
To minimize the limitations of the prior disposal operations, and to minimize other
limitations that will be apparent upon reading and understanding the present
discussion, the present technology describes systems and methods for storage and
disposal of nuclear waste into closed and deep geological formations, using wastecapsules which contain largely intact bundles of fuels rods.

The present technology is concerned with disposing of nuclear waste and, more
specifically, to a method and system of disposing of encapsulated nuclear waste in
deep underground closed rock formations using multilateral horizontal boreholes
connected to the surface by a vertical wellbore.

More specifically, the technology

describes methods and systems in which a novel capsule system and internment
methodology are illustrated to provide a safe long-term nuclear waste repository.

A primary object of the present technology is to provide a method of disposing of
nuclear waste in deep underground rock formations.
An additional object of the present technology is to provide a method of disposing of
nuclear waste in underground rock formations which will provide protection in case of
rupturing or leaking of a canister in which such waste may be stored. As noted, both
processes listed herein (e.g., vitrification and/or ceramification) increases the volume
of waste product to be stored. Thus, use of these processes may be counter-intuitive
with a goal of minimizing an amount of nuclear waste. That is, use of these processes
creates even more nuclear waste that needs to be safely handled and stored.

It is possible to provide a method of disposing of nuclear waste in underground rock
formations which will bury the waste in horizontally extending lateral boreholes
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positioned well below the earth's surface and thus very remote from the ecosphere.
Furthermore, a nuclear waste-capsule in which the nuclear waste is further protected
by a series of significant engineering and massive natural barriers is described.

This technology provides a method of disposing of nuclear waste in deep closed
underground rock formations wherein the design of the capsule provides several novel
features which allow:


personnel safety during surface transport of HLW;



personnel safety on the surface during drilling and disposal working
operations;



economic and operational efficiencies in post-processing after waste
accumulation at the power plants and prior to preparation of SNF for
sequestering underground;



long-term corrosion resistance while stored underground;



long-term radionuclide protection to the environment;



retrievability of the capsule and thus the HLW after emplacement even
under severe adverse conditions;



an additional object of the present technology is to provide a method in
which the capsules can be disposed underground in a manner such that the
waste generated heat load is optimally distributed such that the process
remains stable over time and the heat load is below permissible regulatory
limits; and/or



an implementation of non-waste-bearing inline spacers to allow control of
generated heat load in the waste repository.

The present technology describes a method of disposing nuclear waste in deep closed
underground rock formations. The method includes a first step of selecting an area of
land having a rock formation positioned below. The rock formation must be of a depth
able to prevent radioactive material placed therein from reaching the surface over
geologic times and must be at least a predetermined distance from active water
sources. The method further includes drilling a vertical wellbore from about 5,000 feet
to about 30,000 feet deep from the surface of the selected area which extends into
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the underground rock formation.

Further, the diameter of the vertical wellbore is

between about 10 inches and about 36 inches. The selected geologic formations should
also be structurally closed and comprise sufficient distinct geologic layers of specific
petrophysical properties such that the repository is stratigraphically impermeable to
fluid migration.

Initially, at least one primary horizontal lateral wellbore of length varying from 1,500
feet to 20,000 feet, is drilled out from the vertical wellbore whereby the surface of the
horizontal lateral is defined by the underground rock formation. The diameter of the
lateral well bores can vary from about 5 inches to more than 30 inches. Secondary
laterals can be drilled off the initial primary lateral as needed to increase the total
volumetric capacity of the disposal system. A high-strength steel casing or steel liner
is placed within the horizontal lateral wellbore and cemented in place by circulating
cement in the annular space between the steel casing and the wall of the wellbore.
Nuclear waste to be stored within the lateral is placed in a canister or capsule and the
encapsulated nuclear waste is positioned within the primary horizontal lateral as
described below. The capsules are then retrievably or permanently sealed in place
with appropriate engineering means.

A very significant existing consideration to be addressed in long-term nuclear waste
disposal process is the eventual degradation of the physical integrity of the wellbore
system components. Some mechanisms are needed to minimize this degradation. A
long-lived technology system is required to guarantee within technical certainty that
the HLW can be contained adjacent and within the repository zone.
This method provides for the very long-lived protection from degradation and
migration of material away from the nuclear waste material. Stratigraphic and current
structural geological analysis of underground oil formations which have historically
produced heavy oil and other hydrocarbons indicate that tar-like deposits have existed
for millions of years and have remained essentially unchanged and intact over time,
an example, is the Athabasca Tar sands in Canada. In many cases the tar-like deposits
actually formed an impermeable seal that prevented fluid flow across the rock matrix
due to physical and chemical changes in the rock media.
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Bitumen-like products and some petroleum-based products possess the qualities that
make them capable of being utilized for low temperature sealing situations in the
disposal of nuclear wastes. Other more temperature resistant chemical products are
needed for higher temperature situations. In many oil reservoirs, geologists have
defined so-called "marker" beds of tar or high viscosity bitumen which are millions of
years old.

This geologic phenomenon illustrates the chemical stability of the

hydrocarbon-based material over very long time periods, usually millions of years.
This chemical stability of the tar-like material allows a selection of natural or similar
synthetic hydrocarbons or hydrocarbon derivatives based materials as the long-lived
high-temperature resistant layer used to surround the high-level waste material inside
the capsules. This technology describes the use of such a medium in the protection of
the HLW material.

The current technology uses improved engineered barrier systems, multiple layers of
steel and specially designed cements, implemented in this operation with the longest
duration barrier, the protective medium as the inner-most layer of protection. In a
naturally occurring degradation process, the degradation beginning at the outermost
layer in contact with the formation rock material, it continues inwards into the central
core of the system. The outer protective layers, outer cement, outer steel pipe, inner
cement, inner steel pipe, in this application all will degrade over varying time horizons.
The inner-most tar-like medium has been historically demonstrated in the geological
record, to be an effective fluid and migration barrier for millions of years. In numerical
terms the cement and steel may degrade in 2,000 to 10,000 years, however the tar
enclosed central core shall be protected for hundreds of thousands of years.

The foregoing advantages and characterizing features are made apparent from the
following description of technology.
The novel features which are considered characteristic for the technology are set forth
in the following discussion. The technology itself, however, both as to its construction
and its detailed method of operation, are described along with the accompanying
drawings.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Elements in the figures have not necessarily been drawn to scale in order to enhance
their clarity and improve understanding of these various elements and descriptors of
the technology.

Furthermore, elements that are known to be common and well

understood to those in the industry are not depicted in order to provide a clear view
of the various embodiments of the technology.
FIG. 1A shows an overview of the ultra deep geological nuclear waste disposal
system.
FIG. 1B shows a typical cooling pond operation at a nuclear power plant.
FIG. 1C shows a high capacity drilling rig that can be modified for drilling the
deep wellbores for nuclear waste disposal systems.
FIG. 2 shows a vertical wellbore in perspective with lateral horizontal wellbores
disposed from the vertical wellbore.
FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing the available waste pre-processing alternatives
of vitrification and ceramification.
FIG. 4A is a horizontal cross-section of a typical fuel rod assembly showing the
sub-assembly elements and the “division planes” along which the fuel rod
assembly can be split in 4 smaller sub-assemblies or cores.
FIG. 4B shows typical control rods assemblies used in the US, Canada and
Russia.
FIG. 5 is flow chart illustrating the sequence of operations in preprocessing the
fuel rod assemblies harvested from the cooling pools for disposal.
FIG. 6A is a partial cutaway view of the nuclear waste capsule system inground showing the concentric tubular elements.
FIG. 6B is a cutaway view of the nuclear waste capsule system in-ground
showing a close-up of the nuclear waste core and its supports.
FIG. 6C is an enlarged cutaway sectional view of the nuclear waste capsule
system showing a close-up of the protective medium surrounding the nuclear
waste core. FIG. 6C includes sectional-line 7–7.
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FIG. 6D is a partial cutaway view of an end of the carrier tube inside the nuclear
waste capsule system showing the implementation of a port for transfer of the
protective medium.
FIG. 6E is a diagram showing a portion of a waste-string of waste-capsules
with non-waste bearing spacers installed to regulate the heat load per unit
volume of HLW.
FIG. 6F depicts a pipe-coupling which may be used to link to proximate inner
pipes to each other, in some embodiments, as shown by a perspective crosssectional view.
FIG. 7 depicts a transverse cross-sectional view through a section of an initial
lateral borehole; wherein this cross-section is made at sectional-line 7–7 shown
in FIG. 6C.
FIG. 8 shows a method, with various steps, for handling nuclear waste,
depicted as a flowchart.

REFERENCE NUMERAL SCHEDULE
10

drilling-rig

10a nuclear power plant
10b surface-storage-locations
15

vertical-wellbore

20

primary lateral wellbore

20a secondary lateral wellbore
25

waste-capsule for HLW or spent nuclear fuel

30a cement between inner and outer pipes
30b cement 30b between outer pipe and formation
31

outer pipe

32

initial lateral borehole

33

inner pipe

33a mechanical plug
34

carrier tube

35

protective-medium

36

fuel rod assembly
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36a fuel-rods-bundle
36b dividing-plane for disassembly of fuel rod assembly core
36c nuclear waste core
37a centralizer for inner pipe
37b centralizer for outer pipe
38

deep-geological-formation for nuclear waste disposal

39

support for fuel nuclear waste core

40

pipe-coupling

42

valve element

44

non-waste-bearing-spacer

301 step of minimal to no preprocessing prior to storage
302 step of vitrification preprocessing prior to storage
303 step of ceramification preprocessing prior to storage
800 method of handling nuclear waste
801 status of fuel rod assembly in surface storage
803 step of receiving fuel rod assembly from surface storage
805 step of disassembling fuel rod assembly
807 step of disassembling using dividing-planes
809 step of inserting nuclear waste core into carrier tube
811 step of supporting nuclear waste core
813 step of injecting protective-medium
815 step of sealing carrier tube
817 step of installing spacers between carrier tubes
819 step of joining carrier tubes via pipe couplings
821 step of inserting sealed carrier tubes into inner pipes into boreholes
823 step of finishing inserting sealed carrier tubes into inner pipes
825 step of drilling boreholes
827 step of loading outer pipes into boreholes
829 step of injecting cement
831 step of loading inner pipes into outer pipes
833 step of injecting cement
835 step of sealing boreholes
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNOLOGY
In this discussion, the words “tube”, “casing” and “pipe” may be used interchangeably
and refer to cylindrical elements implemented in the design and installation processes.
In addition, the word “capsule,” “carrier tube,” and “canister” may be used
interchangeably with the same meaning; and “HLW” and “SNF” describing nuclear
waste may also be used interchangeably herein.

FIG. 1A illustrates an inclusive overview of the nuclear waste disposal system and/or
process.

A surface drilling-rig 10 an apparatus that drills a vertical-wellbore 15,

primary lateral wellbore 20, and/or secondary lateral wellbore 20a; and into which
the waste-capsule(s) 25 are disposed of in deep-geological-formation 38. The deep
geological formation 38 is be located substantially from about 5,000 feet to about
30,000 feet below the surface.

The deep geological formation 38 has geologic properties that make storing nuclear
materials relatively safe. For example, the deep-geological-formation 38 has one or
more of the following geologic properties: structural closure, varied stratigraphically,
low porosity, low permeability, low water saturation, and reasonable clay content. The
primary lateral wellbore 20 is located a predetermined depth of at least 10,000 feet
below the surface. The waste-capsule 25 contain HLW (high-level solid waste) and/or
SNF (spent nuclear fuel). Associated usually, but normally at distant remote locations,
is the nuclear power plant 10a; and/or surface-storage-locations 10b for nuclear
waste storage. The drilling-rig 10 is a typical drilling rig as used in the oil-well drilling
industry but with several updated modifications and features to allow safe handling of
the radioactive waste (such as, HLW and/or SNF).
FIG. 1B illustrates a typical cooling pond located at a nuclear power plant 10a where
the used or spent fuel rod assemblies are cooled for several years before they are safe
enough for disposal.
FIG. 1C illustrates a typical high capacity drilling rig capable of drilling the vertical and
horizontal wellbores into the deep formation rock in a matter of months and not years.
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FIG. 2 illustrates a primary lateral wellbore 20 relationship with respect to verticalwellbore 15.

In addition, one or more secondary lateral wellbores 20a may emanate

(e.g., derive) from primary lateral wellbores 20. The waste-capsules 25 are located,
placed, and/or stored in one or more of primary lateral wellbores 20, secondary lateral
wellbores 20a, and/or vertical-wellbores 15. The lengths of the lateral wellbores can
range from five hundred feet to substantially twenty-five thousand feet or more.
Currently lateral wellbores in the oil industry have been drilled and some have routinely
drilled to 20,000 feet and several exceeded 40,000 feet in extent. In this novel
technology

during

the

drilling

process,

in-situ

quantitative

and

qualitative

measurements are made in real time of the formation rock and its contained fluids
properties to allow petrophysical evaluations of the potential of the formation as a final
geologic repository for HLW.

FIG. 3 illustrates two means for preprocessing the SNF for eventual disposal according
embodiments of this technology. The present technology is focused on utilizing the
least number of intermediary steps (e.g., preprocessing steps) in moving from nuclear
power plant 10a to deep-geological-formation 38. Step 301 is be an operation for
waste disposal with minimal to no preprocessing steps.

Step 302 illustrates the

vitrification pre-process in which the SNF is changed to glass-like materials and then
subsequently stored for later disposal. Step 303 shows the ceramification pre-process
in which a synthetic ceramic rock “synroc” is produced and then be subsequently
stored as discussed here. As shown in FIG. 3, the waste-capsule 25 is a generally
cylindrical member.

FIG. 4 illustrates a transverse-width cross-section of a generic nuclear fuel rod
assembly 36 normally used in nuclear power plant 10a. In practice, fuel rod assembly
36 is constructed by piecing together two or more sub-assemblies of fuel-rods-bundles
36a to form an integral sub-assembly unit in which physical division-planes 36b may
be formed demarcated. For example, the scope of the present technology, a given
fuel rod assembly 36 is formed from four such fuel-rods-bundles 36a, as shown in
FIG. 4. The present technology utilizes this inherent demarcation feature of fuel rod
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assemblies 36 to fashion a new and efficient means to safely solve waste disposal
problems for SNF and/or HLW. A given fuel rod assembly 36 is a complex apparatus
comprising: metal fuel guides, channel fasteners, tie plates, expansion springs, locking
tabs, metal channels, control rods, fuel rods, spacers, core plate assembly, lower tie
plates, fuel support pieces, fuel pellets, end plugs, channel spacers, plenum springs,
and the like.

FIG. 4B shows an overview of the different types of generic fuel rod assemblies used
in the US, Canada and Russia. Because of their geometries, the Canadian and Russian
control rod systems are more easily adaptable to the wellbore systems discussed here.

FIG. 5 illustrates an efficient operational sequence of tasks going from a complete fuel
rod assembly 36 to a set of broken-apart or otherwise separated fuel rod bundles 36a.
FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart addressing such steps.

The fuel rod assembly 36 is

disassembled by separating these subassembly elements of fuel-rods-bundles 36a at
division-planes 36b as shown in steps 805 and 807 in FIG. 8. FIG. 5 is a graphical
depiction of steps 805 and 807 in FIG. 8. The fuel rod bundle 36a once separated
from other fuel rod bundle 36a, is known as a “nuclear-waste-core 36c.” In addition,
the nuclear waste core 36c or portions thereof are located (e.g., placed) within a given
waste capsule 25. These steps 805 and 807 are accomplished by robotic means (with
or without shielding) with little or minimal radiation exposure problems to personnel.
Steps 805 and 807 avoid or mitigate potential problems of high cost, time, and human
safety that occur if fuel rod assembly 36, which is relatively complex, were completely
deconstructed into its constituent elements for pre-storage and disposal processing.

FIG. 6A, FIG. 6B, FIG. 6C, FIG. 6D, FIG. 6E, and FIG. 6F depict various aspects of
various operations the present technology.
In FIG. 6A a location of carrier tube 34 (waste-capsule 25) in deep-geologicalformation 38 shows the use of centralizer 37b. The centralizer 37b allows the outer
pipe 31 to “standoff” from the initial lateral borehole 32 within deep-geologicalformation 38. The use of centralizer 37b around an outside portion of outer pipe 31
provides a substantially annular void space between outer surfaces of outer pipe 31
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and surfaces of initial lateral borehole 32; which are then substantially filled with
cement 30b.

In addition, cement 30b is injected as slurry into this substantially

annular void space.

The initial lateral borehole 32 is a portion of primary lateral

wellbore 20, secondary lateral wellbore 20a, and/or vertical-wellbore 15.

FIG. 6B shows the nuclear waste core 36c housed within carrier tube 34. Within the
carrier tube 34 is the nuclear waste core 36c or portions thereof. The carrier tube 34
comprises one or more supports 39. The support 39 is a structural member. The
supports 39 within carrier tube 34 aid in positioning and/or locating nuclear waste
core 36c or portions thereof within carrier tube 34. In addition, the nuclear waste
core 36c is suspended internally (e.g., coaxially) within carrier tube 34 by supports
39.
FIG. 6C depicts the protective-medium 35 located substantially around nuclear waste
core 36c or substantially around portions thereof. One or more valves 42 are installed
on the carrier tube 34. The valve 42 permits access into internal volumes of carrier
tube 34. The valve 42

permits the

protective-medium 35 to be injected (e.g.,

pumped) into internal void volumes of carrier tube 34; in which case valve 42 can be
characterized as an injector valve or as an injector port. The valve 42 is also a relief
valve or an overflow port and permits excess protective-medium 35 to exit carrier
tube 34. The protective-medium 35 occupies the internal volumes of carrier tube 34
that would otherwise be void space.

The protective-medium 35 seals the nuclear waste core 36c (e.g., SNF and/or HLW)
within carrier tube 34. The protective-medium 35 can waterproof the carrier tube 34
and also the protective-medium 35 can help to absorb radioactive emissions of the
nuclear waste core 36c. Also, due to heat capacities of protective-medium 35, the
protective-medium 35 can absorb heat from nuclear waste core 36c. In practice, the
protective-medium 35 can be constructed from one or more: hydrocarbons, petroleum
derivatives, high-temperature hydrocarbon derived products, tar, bitumen, heavy
crude oil, bentonite clay suspensions, oils, slurries, combinations thereof, and/or the
like.
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FIG. 6C depicts a transverse sectional-line 7–7. FIG. 7 depicts the transverse crosssectional view derived from sectional-line 7–7 shown in FIG. 6C.
FIG. 6D shows a valve 42 located on a terminal end of carrier tube 34. The carrier
tube 34 (or a given waste-capsule 25) has two opposing terminal ends (see e.g., FIG.
3). One or more valves 42 can be implemented at each opposing terminal end of the
carrier tube 34 injection or for relief. While FIG. 6D may show one such terminal end,
the other opposing terminal end may be substantially a mirror image of FIG. 6D.
FIG. 6E is a longitudinal cross-sectional schematic view, similar to FIG. 6A. As shown
in FIG. 6E, several mechanical plugs 33a are inserted into inner pipe 33 at each end
of inner pipe 33 to hold the inserted carrier tube 34 in place within inner pipe 33.
Continuing discussing FIG. 6E, one or more non-waste-bearing-spacers 44 are
disposed between waste-capsules 25, within a given string of inner pipe 33 or within
a given section of initial lateral borehole 32. One or more non-waste-bearing-spacers
44 are disposed between waste-capsules 25, to form a nuclear waste-string. The
coupling between the capsules is designed to be coupled or de-coupled easily.
Calculations of a heat load generated by degrading of radioactive waste in the wastecapsules 25 may be made to determine a quantity, length, and/or materials of nonwaste-bearing-spacer 44 needed to keep this heat flux within predetermined limits.
Such calculations provide limits to quantity, length, and/or materials of installed nonwaste-bearing-spacer(s) 44 in the waste-string.
FIG. 6F shows a pipe-coupling 40 used to link to proximate inner pipes 33 to each
other. The pipe-coupling 40 is a hollow cylindrical sleeve, with inner threading. The
ends of the inner pipes 33 have outer threading, which is complementary with the
inner threading of pipe-coupling 40. The pipe-coupling 40 comprises a movable or
articulable joint.

FIG. 7 shows a transverse cross-sectional view through a section of initial lateral
borehole 32; wherein this cross-section is made at sectional-line 7–7 shown in FIG.
6C. FIG. 7 shows innermost nuclear waste core 36c. The nuclear waste core 36c
contains a fuel-rods-bundle 36a of still intact nuclear fuel rods (or portions thereof)
separated from fuel rod assembly 36. The supports 39 are attached externally to the
nuclear waste core 36c, at predetermined locations. See also, FIG. 6A, FIG. 6B,
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FIG. 6C, and FIG. 6D. Continuing discussing FIG. 7, implemented along rectilinear
faces of nuclear waste core 36c at predetermined locations are supports 39,
supporting the nuclear waste core 36c inside carrier tube 34.
The carrier tube 34 is the first concentric layer radially outward from nuclear waste
core 36c and which completely surrounds the nuclear waste core 36c, including
surrounding the nuclear waste core 36c at its terminal ends.

The carrier tube 34

houses the SNF and/or HLW, such as nuclear waste core 36c, and is substantially
constructed from corrosive resistant materials; wherein such materials may be
resistive to radiation and/or heat. In some cases, carrier tube 34 may be substantially
constructed of one or more of: steel, stainless steel, aluminum, cooper, zircalloy,
combinations thereof, and/or the like. With at least ½ (0.5) inch in wall thickness. The
inner pipe 33 provides both external support and increased strength to carrier tube
34 which carries nuclear waste core 36c. The type of steel selected must be at least
N-80 grade and or P-110 grade or better. The use of inner pipe 33 provides additional
engineering barriers to protect SNF and/or HLW while buried.

Continuing discussing FIG. 7, centralizers 37a are disposed on an external surface of
inner pipe 33. The centralizers 37a are spaced substantially orthogonally around
external surfaces of inner pipe 33, these centralizers 37a keep the inner pipe 33 at a
“standoff” distance (predetermined distance) from outer pipe 31. The annulus (e.g.,
ring structure) is filled with cement 30a. The annular cement 30a provides external
support as well as an engineered barrier for the internal elements of waste-capsule 25
(i.e., of carrier tube 34).
Continuing discussing FIG. 7, disposed on an external surface of outer pipe 31 are
centralizers 37b, spaced around the external surfaces of outer pipe 31. The
centralizers 37b, routinely used the industry, keep the outer pipe 31 at a “standoff”
distance (predetermined distance) from the initial lateral borehole 32. The centralizers
37b form another substantially uniform annulus between initial lateral borehole 32
and outer pipe 31. The annulus is filled with cement 30b which provides external
support as well as an additional engineered barrier for the internal elements of wastecapsule 25 (i.e., of carrier tube 34).
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FIG. 8 shows a flowchart of the operational process. FIG. 8 depicts various steps of
method 800, a method for handling nuclear waste. Method 800 shows the operations
for processing fuel rod assemblies 36 into nuclear waste cores 36c, for subsequent
subterranean storage in deep-geological-formations 38, according to the present
technology.

Method 800 comprises one or more of: status 801, step 803, step 805, step, 807,
step 809, step 811, step 813, step 815, step 817, step 819, step 821, step 823,
step 825, step 827, step 829, step 831, step 833, and/or step 825. Status 801;
and/or steps 803 through step 819 can occur away from subterranean storage
location site; i.e., away from below where deep-geological-formation 38 may be
located. Steps 821 through step 835 can occur at or below the subterranean storage
location site.

Continuing discussing FIG. 8, status 801 is a status of when fuel rod assemblies 36
can be stored at the surface, such as in storage pools. For example, nuclear waste
from the nuclear power plants 10a may be stored at status 801 for long-term cooling
for periods of several years, such as, between four and 30 years, or for up to 30 years
or more if needed.

Such surface storage may be initially done in cooling pools;

sometimes then later in casks or other massive protected containers on or near the
surface.
Step 803 is a step of receiving fuel rod assemblies 36 from that surface storage (e.g.,
from cooling pools or casks). Also, the receiving step 803 can be a harvesting step,
as in a step of harvesting fuel rod assemblies 36 from the surface storage. Step 803
can transition in step 805.

Continuing discussing FIG. 8, step 805 is a step of separating fuel rod assemblies 36
into resulting sub-assemblies, for example, of nuclear waste cores 36c. In FIG. 8,
“NWC” means one or more nuclear waste cores 36c. Step 807 is a step of
disassembling fuel rod assemblies 36 into resulting nuclear waste cores 36c by using
dividing-planes 36b. Step 807 may be a sub-step of step 805. As noted earlier,
steps 805 and/or step 807, can be automated and performed by robotics, to increase
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safety to personnel.

Such automation will be shielded (radiation shielding) for

protection during the mechanical disassembly and separation. Resulting nuclear waste
cores 36c from steps 805 and step 807 can also be in rectangular prism form (i.e.,
in square matrix form). See also FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 and their corresponding discussion
above.

Continuing discussing FIG. 8, step 805 can transition into step 809. Step 809 is a
step of inserting nuclear waste cores 36c into carrier tube(s) 34. Step 809 can include
sub-step 811 which can be optional. Sub-step 811 is a step of supporting nuclear
waste cores 36c within carrier tube(s) 34 with support(s) 39. The use of support(s)
39, can facilitate use of protective-medium 35 as noted above. See also, FIG. 6A,
FIG. 6B, FIG. 6C, FIG. 6D, and FIG. 7; as well as their corresponding discussions
above.

Continuing discussing FIG. 8, step 813 is a step of injecting a protective-medium 35
into carrier tube(s) 34, e.g., via use of valve 42, as noted above. In practice, the
carrier tube(s) 34 can be pre-loaded with protective-medium 35, prior to insertion of
nuclear waste cores 36c into the given carrier tube 34 via step 809. It is possible
that step 813 may precede step 809. Step 809 progresses into step 815 and step
813 may progresses into step 809, which progresses to step 815. Step 809 can still
also follow step 805. Step 805 progresses to step 809, which progresses to step 813,
which progresses to step 815. See FIG. 8.

Continuing discussing FIG. 8, step 815 is a step of sealing a given carrier tube 34
that contains nuclear waste cores 36c. Step 815 involves sealing terminal ends of
the given carrier tube 34 via welding. Step 815 involves sealing terminal ends of the
given carrier tube 34 with mechanical plug(s) 33a.

See e.g., FIG. 6E and its

discussion above.
Continuing discussing FIG. 8, step 815 progresses into step 817. Step 817 installs
spacers 44, as needed for heat management, between the now sealed carrier tube(s)
34 (with nuclear waste cores 36c). See e.g., FIG. 6E and its above discussion. In
such a manner a given waste-string is formed. An individual waste-string comprises
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at least two carrier tubes 34 separated and attached to a common spacer 44. In some
cases step 817 may be optional. In instances, where step 817 is be omitted, then
step 815 progresses to step 819 or to step 821.

Continuing discussing FIG. 8, in some operations, step 817 progresses into step 819.
Step 819 can be optional or used as desired or used as necessary. Step 819 is a step
of joining carrier tubes 34 together via use of pipe-coupling(s) 40. In some cases,
such carrier tubes 34 may already be linked (e.g., attached to each other) via spacers
44, per step 817 as noted above. Step 819 then progresses into step 821.

Continuing discussing FIG. 8, step 821 is a step of inserting the sealed carrier tubes
34 into inner pipes 33; and subsequently placing such pipes 33 into drilled boreholes.
Step 815 can progress directly to step 821 (e.g., when spacers 44 and pipe-couplings
40 are not used). Step 817 can progress directly to step 821 (e.g., when pipecouplings 40 are not used). When step 819 progresses into step 821, then the sealed
carrier tubes 34 that may be inserted into inner pipe(s) 33 may include use of spacers
44 and/or use of pipe-couplings 40. In some instances, step 821 can include the use
of mechanical plugs 33a in inner pipes 33 at terminal ends of carrier tube(s) 34 also
within that given inner pipe 33.
Use of such mechanical plugs 33a can minimize unintended shifting of the inserted
carrier tube(s) 34 within inner pipe(s) 33; e.g., during transportation of such loaded
inner tube(s) 33 or during loading of the loaded inner pipe(s) 33. Step 821 can also
loop back onto step 819; e.g., when inner pipes 33 can be joined via pipe-couplings
40.
Continuing discussing FIG. 8, one or more of step 825, step 827, step 829, step
831, and/or step 833 progresses and lead to step 821. Step 825 is a step of drilling
the given borehole(s) by use of drilling-rig 10. In some cases, step 825 can yield one
or more of: vertical-wellbore 15, primary lateral wellbore 20, secondary lateral
wellbore 20a, and/or initial lateral borehole 32.

Continuing discussing FIG. 8, step 825 progresses into step 827. Step 827 is a step
of loading outer pipes 31 into the resulting boreholes from step 825 which can also
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entail fitting such outer pipes 31 with centralizers 37b. Continuing discussing FIG. 8,
step 827 progresses into step 829. Step 829 can be an injecting cement step; in
which cement (see e.g., cement 30b in FIG. 6A) is injected into the annulus around
outer pipes 31 and within boreholes (e.g., one or more of vertical-wellbore 15, primary
lateral wellbore 20, secondary lateral wellbore 20a, and/or initial lateral borehole 32)
that may house such outer pipes 31. In practice, cement (while in un-cured slurry
form) is pumped into and within the outer pipes 31, and subsequently forced out of
an open bottom end of outer pipes 31, wherein such pressure then forces this cement
slurry into the noted annular space. After such injected (e.g., pumped) cement per
step 829 has sufficiently cured, interior portions of outer pipes 31 may be cleaned or
“polished” of undesirable residual cement; e.g., via use of wiper plugs.

Continuing discussing FIG. 8, step 829 progresses into step 831. Step 831 is a step
of loading inner pipes 33 into outer pipes 31.
Continuing discussing FIG. 8, step 831 progresses into step 833. Step 833 is an
injecting cement step; such that a cement layer (see e.g., cement 30a in FIG. 6A)
may be substantially formed in an annulus around inner pipes 33 and within outer
pipes 31 that may house such inner pipes 33. During step 833, cement (while in uncured slurry form) may be pumped into and within the inner pipes 33, and
subsequently forced out of an open bottom end of inner pipes 33, wherein such
pressure may then force this cement slurry into the noted annular space between the
exterior of inner pipes 33 and the interior of outer pipes 31.

Continuing discussing FIG. 8, step 821 may progresses into step 823. Step 823 is a
step of finishing inserting the sealed carrier tubes 34 into the inner pipes 33; wherein
these inner pipes 33 may already be installed into the outer pipes 31. Step 823 is a
step of completing sequential insertion of all carrier tubes 34 into inner pipes 33. Step
823 can loop back onto step 821 depending on the total number of carrier tubes to
be inserted.
Continuing discussing FIG. 8, step 823 progresses into step 835. Step 835 is the
step of sealing the various boreholes. Various backfills, including, but not limited to
cement, special clays, bentonite and its derivatives can be used for this purpose.
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The retrieval of subterranean stored waste-capsule(s) 25 (and/or carrier tube(s) 34)
stored according to method 800 is straightforward. The subterranean stored wastecapsule(s) 25 (and/or carrier tube(s) 34) can be retrieved using an “overshot” fishing
tool (e.g., as used in oilfield operations) and returned sequentially to the surface in a
routine “fishing” operation. Then once on the surface, protective-medium 35 inside a
given carrier tube 34 and surrounding the nuclear waste core 36c is removed by an
efficient dissolution process with the appropriate solvents; and thus making nuclear
waste core 36c fully accessible, for various purposes, including research, investigation,
observation, and/or available for re-processing, or relocation.

CONCLUSIONS
Systems, operations and methods for deep geological disposal and storage of highlevel nuclear waste have been described. The foregoing detailed description of the
various technical elements have been presented to provide a future path for nuclear
power generation development by providing a viable, economic and environmentally
superior means of disposal of the high-level waste, a problem that has plagued the
industry for more than 50 years, a problem for which no acceptable solution was
universally available. Applying this technology, the thousands of fuel rod assemblies
currently in cooling ponds, surface cask storage and other shallow mining systems
can be systematically relocated and stored safely in ultra deep geologic repositories
in which a single repository can be implemented for less than $100 million USD and
be capable of disposing of several thousand fuel rod assemblies safely.
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